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Coco at the Bat
The outlook, it was hopeful as the Mets and CFDA
Marked their big 5-0s with a Citi Field day
Though Dickey, he got stalled, and the team, it took its lumps
The charming Coco Rocha was on hand, though not in pumps.
For more on the CFDA at Citi Field, see page 6.
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REINING
MEN’S

RETAILERS AT THE
MEN’S TRADE SHOWS IN
NEW YORK SEE THE
MOMENTUM CONTINUING.
PAGE MW1
COTY’S BEAUTY MAKEOVER

Scannavini Steps Up,
Beetz to Exit as CEO
By MOLLY PRIOR
NEW YORK — Bernd Beetz, one of the beauty industry’s most competitive and hard-charging chief executives, will soon be on the sidelines.
Coty Inc. on Wednesday said Beetz is stepping
down as the company’s ceo, and that its board has
named president of Coty Prestige Michele Scannavini
as his successor, effective Aug. 1. The impending management change comes less than a month after Coty
filed for its initial public offering, following a failed
attempt to acquire Avon Products Inc.
Beetz, 61, said he was not ready to talk about
his future plans, but he will stay on the Coty board
as non-executive chairman. He also will continue
to own 6.2 million shares of Coty, or 1.6 percent of
the company.
“I’m breaking free,” Beetz joked in an interview
with WWD. “I’m going to broaden my interest.”
Beetz said it was “a good time to pass the torch”
and described Scannavini, 53, as his “right arm” over
the past decade. The two executives have known each
other for more than 20 years, since Scannavini reported to Beetz when they both worked at Procter &
Gamble Co.
Coty’s management move struck several financial
observers as abrupt, particularly as it comes after
the company filed its S-1 registration form with the
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission on June 29.
They speculated that the leadership shuffle ahead of
the planned IPO signals that there’s likely friction between Beetz and company chairman Bart Becht, who
stepped forward as the very visible front man during
Coty’s attempt to acquire Avon last spring. Beetz, on
the other hand, remained silent during the company’s
very public battle for the beleaguered direct seller.
Beetz — who grew the company’s sales nearly
threefold to $4.1 billion since his arrival in 2001 — is
widely credited as the architect of the post-Elizabeth
Taylor celebrity fragrance revival and the mastermind
SEE PAGE 8

Measuring Sustainability
By EVAN CLARK
HOW ENVIRONMENTALLY sustainable is fashion?
It’s a complex question that touches everything
from ethics to consumer perception to bottom lines,
and it’s one that the industry, in an ever-greener
world, is not up to answering just yet.
“We’re several years away from being able to answer
that comprehensively,” said Jason Kibbey, executive
director of the Sustainable Apparel Coalition. “Right
now, it’s impossible to get a really clear picture.”
That’s something the trade group wants to change
starting today, when it will unveil the Higg Index — a
three-part scoring system that will help apparel and
footwear firms comprehensively measure their ecological footprint.
The index is based on the Outdoor Industry
Association’s Eco Index and Nike’s Material
Assessment Tool, and is freely available. Companies
can download an Excel spreadsheet from the coalition at apparelcoalition.org and determine their own
sustainability score, which can then be used to benchmark progress and steer a more sustainable path.
The index’s name is illustrative of the challenges
that come from working with a wide variety of interests and in 100-plus countries. After months of backand-forth, the group settled on the Higg Index, taking
inspiration from the Higgs boson, a long-sought-after
and recently discovered elementary particle that is believed to give all things mass. The name suggested an
attention to granular detail and didn’t come off poorly
in any language or suggest a particular affiliation.
SEE PAGE 7
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Jones Shares Tick Ahead Following Earnings
NEW YORK — Shares of The Jones Group Inc.
climbed 3.3 percent Wednesday after the apparel giant
reported better-than-expected second-quarter profits
driven by improved gross margins and cost controls.
The company said income attributable to Jones
for the three months ended June 30 rose 55.8 percent to $8.1 million, or 10 cents a diluted share,
from $5.2 million, or 6 cents, last year. On an adjusted basis, excluding charges related to the impact
of severance, asset impairments in retail locations
to be closed and other restructuring activities, EPS
was 22 cents, compared with 33 cents a year ago.
Analysts were expecting EPS of 7 cents on revenues
of $867.1 million.
Total revenues for the quarter decreased 3.7
percent to $854.8 million from $887.4 million. That
included a 3.7 percent decline in wholesale sales
to $844.3 million from $876.7 million. Licensing income was down 1.9 percent to $10.2 million from
$10.4 million. At retail, domestic revenues fell 9.5
percent to $150.6 million from $166.5 million. In the
international retail segment, revenues jumped 82.2
percent to $97.3 million from $53.4 million as the
firm received a healthy boost from its Kurt Geiger
acquisition last year.
Shares of Jones closed Wednesday at $9.90 in Big
Board trading, compared with $9.58 the previous day.
Better cost controls, such as tighter inventory levels at Jones’ own outlet stores and improved gross
margins, were factors that helped the company surpass analysts’ expectations. Gross margin for the
quarter improved to 38.2 percent of sales compared

Iconix Sales Up, Net Down
DESPITE RECORDING AN increase in sales for
the second quarter, Iconix Brand Group Inc. said
Wednesday that its net income fell 31.2 percent.
Iconix attributed the sizable decline to the fact
that, a year earlier, it gained approximately $21.5
million related to its 2011 acquisition of the Ed
Hardy license.
For the period ended June 30, the New Yorkbased vendor said quarterly income attributable to
Iconix totaled $28.6 million, or 40 cents a diluted
share. This compared with year-ago income of $41.5
million, or 55 cents a share.
The company reported non-GAAP diluted earnings per share of 45 cents.
Quarterly revenues for the company, which licenses clothing brands such as Badgley Mischka,

THE BRIEFING BOX

with the year-ago quarter’s level of 36.4 percent.
Executives participating in the conference call to
Wall Street said the firm believes it can improve margins by 70 basis points or more for the full year.
Wesley R. Card, the firm’s chief executive officer,
told analysts during the call, “As we undergo a significant transformation in our core brands, we’re
completely focused on product enhancement and innovation so that all of our products are modern and
relevant. This complements the implementation of a
fresh and strong approach to the brand management.”
In the quarter ended, footwear and accessories, jeanswear and casual sportswear were the strong categories,
while traditional sportswear remained challenging.
For the fall product offerings just hitting store
floors, Card said there’s been positive initial reaction
to the jeanswear, footwear and accessories lines. It
was too soon to get any reaction to the sportswear collections, which should be hitting store floors over the
next two weeks.
Card told WWD the primary Jones New York and
Anne Klein sportswear lines will see improved styling and fabric upgrades in the fall product offerings
at “really good price points.”
Jeanswear is expected to do well, given the early
reaction to L.E.I. and Gloria Vanderbilt. While there’s
already been so much color in the category, Card said
interest in denim is not likely to abate anytime soon.
“There’s heavy emphasis on printed jeans, with different prints, such as animal skin and other prints. It
gives a different texture and look to the jeans,” Card said.
For now, Card is optimistic about the consumer,
noting that she “seems to be spending.” He’s also
bullish on back-to-school, noting that the juniors customer is expected to buy more this year.

IN TODAY’S WWD
Bip Ling at Selfridges.
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Coty Inc. said Bernd Beetz is stepping down as the
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named Michele Scannavini as his successor. PAGE 1
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Higg Index, which fashion companies can use to gauge
their impact on the environment. PAGE 1
Fashion wannabees got an earful of career advice
from six seasoned insiders at “The Future of Fashion”
discussion at the Fashion Institute of Technology. PAGE 6

London Fog and Rocawear, climbed 4.9 percent to
$93.6 million, from $89.3 million.
Analysts were expecting EPS of 42 cents on sales
of $85.4 million.
“Our specialized business model remains
strong and continues to prove its relevance
across industries and geographies, as we enter
new categories such as entertainment and electronics and new markets such as India,” chairman and chief executive officer Neil Cole said on
the company call. “Looking at the future, we see
opportunities to organically grow the portfolio
both domestically and internationally through
our existing partners, new categories and, importantly, global expansion. We believe our portfolio
can achieve low-single-digit organic growth on a
long-term basis.”

The CFDA and the Mets celebrated their respective 50th
anniversaries at CFDA day at Citi Field for Tuesday’s Mets
game. PAGE 6
While some titles broke their own September issue
records, others are contending with advertising figures for
the month that are much softer than expected. PAGE 7
Speculation is mounting in Milan that Marni is
evaluating taking on a partner or even perhaps going for
an initial public offering. PAGE 8
Harvey Nichols will unveil its first stand-alone retail
concept for beauty this fall with the opening of Beauty
Bazaar in Liverpool, England. PAGE 8
Despite daily reports of continued economic weakness
in the U.S. and overseas, merchants shopping the New
York market this week remained upbeat. PAGE MW1

— ALEXANDRA STEIGRAD

Woolmark India Region Prize Awarded
NEW DELHI — The design duo of Pankaj & Nidhi
have been chosen as the Indian regional winners in
the global International Woolmark Prize competition.
The judges praised them for their use of color
and spontaneity inspired by “craftsmanship, symbolism and cultural objects.”
“The money could transform the way we do business,” said designer Pankaj Ahuja.
The other two designers chosen as finalists were
Gaurav Gupta and Rahul Mishra.
It is the first time that China, India and Italy
have been included in the prestigious prize,
which was won by the likes of Karl Lagerfeld and
Yves Saint Laurent in the Fifties and is being relaunched this year. Dion Lee last week won the
Australian region prize. He and Pankaj and Nidhi
Ahuja will now head to London Fashion Week in
February with four other regional finalists for
the grand final, to compete for a further 100,000
Australian dollars, or $102,258 at current exchange.
The finalists, who so far include Sophie Theallet
(U.S.), Christian Wijnants (Europe) and Ban Xiao
Xue (China), will be judged on their capsule collections made from Australian merino wool. The
overall winner’s collection will be sold beginning
in August 2013 through Woolmark’s key retail partners, including Harvey Nichols in the U.K., Lane
Crawford in China, Bergdorf Goodman in the U.S.
and Australia’s David Jones.
The judges for the Indian event included
Pradeep Hirani, managing director, Kimaya
Fashion Pvt. Ltd; Sunil Sethi, chairman, Fashion
Design Council of India (FDCI); Simon Lock, founder, Australian Fashion Week, and Amir Sheikh,
country manager, The Woolmark Co. (India).
“These designers are not just Indian. In concept and

Pankaj and Nidhi Ahuja and
their winning design.
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Medium Rare, a Hong Kong-based multibrand store,
has ventured into Mainland China, opening a store in the
trendy Sanlitun Village shopping complex. PAGE MW4

in their vision, they are really international designers,”
Hirani said. Kimaya is one of India’s premier fashion
retailers with more than 16 stores across the country.
Wool has not been a traditional fabric for Indian
designers and several of studied and traveled to
find the best way merino wool would fall, cut and
take the Indian perspective on fashion.
“Wool is not a material Indian designers use
traditionally. But certain companies such as
Raymonds, JayaShree, Oswal and others do buy a
lot of it. More than 95 percent of the wool used here
is for the men’s market,” said Sheikh.
“We see a change here in India in the perception
of wool,” he added. “We are coming up with cool
wool, which can be used in all seasons. We expect the
consumption of wool to grow more at a mass level.”
The Woolmark Co. has been in India since 1964.
The designers short-listed for the award include
Pankaj & Nidhi, Gupta, Mishra, Chauhan, Aneeth
Arora, Arjun Saluja, Rimzim Dadu, Ritesh Kumar,
Smita & Himanshu and Zubair Kirmani.

EYE: Karl Lagerfeld made an appearance at Selfridges to
promote his pop-up shop of Olympic-themed clothing for
women and his Karl Lagerfeld Paris men’s wear collection,
which will be sold exclusively at the store. For more photos,
see WWD.com/eye.
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into the woods
WHETHER YOU’RE HIKING OR JUST SITTING PRETTY,
THE LATEST PERFORMANCE AND SPORTSWEAR LOOKS
ARE ABOUT FORM, FUNCTION AND GREAT STYLE.

Foreground: Isaora’s polyurethane
down tunic over Diesel’s polyester
dress. Shwood sunglasses; Blackcreek
Mercantile & Trading Co. belt; Sticks &
Stones Accessories ring; Sorel boots.
Lifetime Collective’s cotton sweatshirt
and acrylic and wool sweatpants. Filson
hat; BearPaw slippers.
PHOTOS BY GEORGE CHINSEE; STYLED BY KIM FRIDAY

Ibex Outdoor
Clothing’s wool
jacket with
J and Co.’s cotton
sweatshirt and
jeans. Sandast
backpack;
Wigwam socks;
Palladium boots.

Christopher Fischer’s
cashmere cardigan, Nudie
Jeans’ cotton T-shirt and
Patagonia’s nylon and
polyester shorts and
nylon Windbreaker. Timex
watch; Barbour boots.

Penfield’s wool puffer
vest and Billy Reid’s
suede skirt. Oliver
Goldsmith sunglasses;
Peter Nappi boots.

FOR MORE
LOOKS, SEE

WWD.com/
fashion-news.

MODELS: BAY AND ROOS/MUSE; HAIR BY SEIJI AT THE WALL GROUP; MAKEUP BY MISUZU MIYAKE FOR NARS COSMETICS; PHOTO ASSISTANT: RUOYI JIANG; FASHION ASSISTANT: LAUREN FREYDBERG; PENDLETON BLANKET; CB2 POUF; SPECIAL THANKS TO PATRICK, GREGORY AND JACK
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The Dish From Designers

··

By ROSEMARY FEITELBERG

NEW YORK — Fashion wannabees
got an earful of career advice from six
seasoned insiders at “The Future of
Fashion” discussion Tuesday night at the
Fashion Institute of Technology here.
From start to finish during the 90-minute talk, moderator Mickey Boardman
was pure entertainment, whether advising interns to be sure to get the right
diet soda for their superiors or describing how a Romanian palace guide once
gave him a free tour after recognizing
him from talking about Britney Spears’
hot tub on MTV. “Bad TV changes lives
around the world,” he said in reference
to the latter.
Mainly, though, he and the rest of the
panel were earnest and willing to share
their own experiences to help newcomers find their way in the fashion industry.
Cynthia Rowley recalled how, early on,
she was just happy to no longer be in a
bartender job.
Presented by the YMA Scholarship
Fund, the event was billed as “Starting
Out: What I Wish I Knew Then and Other
Insights from Fashion Leaders’ Early
Years.” Don’t send form letters, show up
late, text or Tweet on the job was some of
the advice that was doled out.
“And don’t think we’re not going on
your Facebook page,” said Michael
Bastian.
Other tips included:
Rowley: “The number-one thing is,
you have to be able to get over it and
keep going.”
Stylist Lori Goldstein: “You just do
what you love and then you find your

path. And you might be part of LVMH
one day and have your own business
with 300 of your own stores. But you
don’t really know. Do what you love. Do
what you believe in. Clearly, you need
the business plan and all that. But don’t
talk to me about that.”
Terron Schaefer, executive vice president of Saks Fifth Avenue: “Surround
yourself with smart and nice people. And
then hire smart and nice people.”

··

The number-one
thing is, you have to
be able to get over it
and keep going.
— CYNTHIA ROWLEY

Bastian: “The best interns are the
ones who really make themselves an indispensable part of the family, like you
can’t imagine not having them there. And
then you think of ways to pull them onto
the team.”
Boardman: “Be yourself and be sincere. There are no tricks or things you
should say if they are not true. You
should really only interview in a place
where you think you should be.”
Alexis Bittar: “I feel like I didn’t get
going until I was 30. I started selling [my
designs] on the street when I was eight
and until I was 25.”

Swing Big
ANYONE FAMILIAR with the Council
of Fashion Designers of America knows
that the organization does not miss an
opportunity to celebrate — there’s always an excuse for a party and maybe a
photo op or two. Still, when invitations
circulated for CFDA day at Citi Field
for Tuesday’s Mets game, it seemed out
there. Baseball? In Queens? It’s not
exactly the Bronx. As it turns out, the
CFDA is celebrating its 50th anniversary, and so are the Mets — a coincidence
turned commercial opportunity in the
hands of Jessica Wilpon Kamel, who
co-owns the company Edition01 and
whose uncle Fred Wilpon is the majority owner of the Mets.
Wilpon Kamel enlisted Billy Reid,
Yigal Azrouël, Loomstate and Shipley
& Halmos to design limited-edition
Mets merch — mostly T-shirts and a
zip-up track jacket by Reid — available
on edition01.com. “I’ve always wanted
to do something so that I could be
involved somehow [with the Mets],”
Wilpon Kamel said. “My brother helped
bring all these new restaurants to the
stadium. I thought this project would be
a great way to bring New York fashion
to the stadium as well.”
Among those who made the trek to
Queens were Adrienne Landau, the
CFDA’s Steven Kolb, Vena Cava’s Lisa
Mayock and her husband Jeff Halmos
of Shipley & Halmos, Melissa Joy
Manning, Dana Lorenz, Sandy Dalal
and Ron Chereskin.
A quick poll of the fashion crowd
indicated that most knew little about
baseball, the exception being Reid, who
coaches his eight-year-old son’s Little
League team in Florence, Ala. “All the
team names are after the professional
teams, and crazy enough, our team was
the Mets,” he said. “So when we got the
call about doing the project I was like,
‘There’s an omen.’”
Several attendees, including Coco
Rocha, admitted they had never
actually been to a professional baseball
game before. Getting to watch their
first from the owners’ Sterling Suite
was not a bad way to start. “I got to
meet all the players, so I am definitely
a lucky fan,” said Rocha, who handled
a bat like a pro to pose for pictures on
the field pregame. Asked if she would
wear her Loomstate Mets shirt again,
she shrugged. “I don’t know,” she said.
“I have to see if I am a Mets fan by the
end of the game.”
Maybe not: The home team — and its
famed knuckleballer R.A. Dickey — lost
to the Washington Nationals, 5-2.
— JESSICA IREDALE AND
MARC KARIMZADEH

Billy Reid

Jessica
Wilpon
Kamel

Yigal
Azrouël

Lisa Mayock and Jeff Halmos
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Sustainability Quantified

EVERY PAGE COUNTS: In 2007, Vogue

More than 63 companies have been
beta testing the index for a year, and
the trade group’s members make up
more than a third of the global apparel
and footwear market. The Sustainable
Apparel Coalition has a diverse member
base, including Adidas, Bureau Veritas,
Columbia Sportswear Co., Gap Inc.,
Hennes & Mauritz, J.C. Penney Co. Inc.,
Li & Fung, Nike Inc., Nordstrom Inc., the

September 2011. Allure also had its
best September in four years — 131
pages, up 14 percent from last year.
Other titles were flat or saw
declines: Vanity Fair had 2.5 percent
less pages (222), and W dropped to
246, or 4 percent. Glamour, which
underwent a redesign in March,
lost 35 pages to 205, a 16 percent
decrease. Lucky, with a relatively
new publisher in Marcy Bloom, had a
“challenging” September, in the words
of a spokeswoman. The magazine’s
pages fell to 136, a 26 percent decline.
McEwen’s Self had 90 pages in all, or
6 percent off from last year, though it
officially overtook its chief competitor,
Shape, which had 77 pages, a 22 percent
drop from last September, according to
Media Industry Newsletter.
At Hearst, Clinton had good reason
to be upbeat. Elle magazine is now the
top dog at the Tower, beating sister
title Harper’s Bazaar — up 12 percent
to 400 pages versus Bazaar’s 17
percent rise to 360; for both, it is their
largest haul since 2008. Like Vogue,
Elle is describing it as its biggest
September ever in terms of total
pages, including editorial. Thanks to
the addition of its @Work supplement,
Marie Claire can boast of its largest
Town & Country saw a 6 percent uptick.
ad count ever at 237, a 23 percent
rise. Town & Country, under new
publisher Valerie Salembier for a little
filming in the lead-up to closing and
over a year, saw a 6 percent uptick
the party was a gratifying denouement.
to 99 pages — the magazine, though,
McEwen remembers Champagne
is still struggling to reach its heights
bottles were popped.
from the first half of the decade, when
Those were different times.
it could boast over 150 pages in ads,
While some titles — Elle and
according to MIN.
InStyle — crowed this week of
Time Inc. boasts of its largest
breaking their own records for the
InStyle and People StyleWatch issues
all-important September issues,
ever, with 440 and 185 total ad pages,
other publishers are contending with
respectively. StyleWatch logged a 10
advertising figures for the month
percent increase over last September,
that are much softer than expected
while InStyle’s jump was 2 percent.
— and certainly shy of their halcyon
prerecession days.
Paul Caine, Time Inc.’s
For publishers, it
executive vice president
was another stark
and chief revenue
reminder to put
officer, attributed the
a premium on
increases at the two
digital sales — and
titles to growth in
also e-commerce,
fashion and beauty
licensing and tablets.
advertising.
Condé Nast had
Among Condé’s
been expecting
men’s titles, GQ
a decline,
increased five percent
acknowledging
(204 pages) and Details
as much when it
increased nearly 20
restructured its
percent (140). Hearst’s
media group — in
Esquire lost 20 percent
charge of large
of its pages (99); through
ad buys across its
August, however, it is
portfolio — and
up for the year slightly,
ordered all titles
according to MIN, while
to shave 10 percent
its rival titles have
Lucky’s pages slid 26 percent.
from their budgets
small declines.
through the end
Dow Jones’ WSJ.
of the year. A
magazine may brag
spokeswoman declined to comment
about catching up to The New York
Wednesday on the budget cuts.
Times’ T: The New York Times Style
Chief marketing officer Lou Cona
Magazine, but it hasn’t yet, and the
gap in September is especially wide:
said September was only “a snapshot”
62 ad pages to 133, with both titles
of Condé’s entire portfolio, which he
experiencing small increases.
said has increased revenue 14 percent
year-to-year. “We’re happy with our
Steve Cohn, MIN’s editor in chief,
brand performance for the year,” he
noted that the fashion and beauty titles
told WWD.
are faring better than the magazine
At Hearst, Michael Clinton, president,
industry overall so far this year, in
part because they don’t depend on
marketing and publishing director, was
pharmaceutical and food marketers,
bullish on the potential of the print
which have all scaled back spending.
product. But he made sure to point out
But he qualified all the euphoria
all the different sources of revenue for
on several points. For one, publishers
the company, including tablets.
are taking an “all eggs in one basket”
“If you take the total brand
approach to September, while putting
footprint, what is never captured is
less emphasis on the months that
the revenue that comes from these
book-end it. Vogue, for instance, had
other sources,” he said. “Our digital
12 percent fewer pages this August
revenue all in is pretty substantial.”
than last.
All magazine publishers released
And years with elections and the
their September ad counts this
Olympics generally deliver better
week. In terms of the fashion titles,
yields for publishers, which makes it
Vogue, which Cona described as the
hard to prognosticate if improvements
company’s “workhorse,” had its best
will continue into next year, Cohn
September since 2008, totaling 658 ad
said. — ERIK MAZA
pages, an increase of 13 percent from
magazine celebrated a whopping 727 ad
pages in its September issue with “an
amazing party” on the 11th floor of 4
Times Square, then-associate publisher
Laura McEwen recalled Tuesday night at
a summer cocktail party for Self, where
she’s now the publisher. A documentary
on the issue by R.J. Cutler had been

{Continued from page one}

This looks holistically
and tries to make a
judgment of the whole
impact of the product.
— JASON KIBBEY,
SUSTAINABLE APPAREL
COALITION
University of Delaware, VF Corp. and
Wal-Mart Stores Inc.
“We have already been able to use
the Higg Index as an environmental indicator in the production of many of
our products by all brands,” said Karin
Ekberg, head of environmental services
at Adidas, which helped test the index.
“We intend for the Higg Index to form
an increasingly important part of our
overall product creation and production
strategy in the years to come.”
Right now, the Higg Index focuses on
water use and quality, energy and greenhouse gas, waste, chemicals and toxicity.
Next year, social and labor issues will be
added. The goal is to eventually create a
standard and a verification system that companies can use to not only do an environ-

mental gut check but to communicate how
sustainable their goods are to consumers.
The index has three parts:
A brand module that zeros in on details such as how goods are designed and
whether or not product life cycle, transportation and the use of restricted substances are taken into account.
A product module that looks at the sustainability of fabrics, how much waste is
left on the cutting-room floor, what finishes are used and so on.
A facilities module that examines areas
such as how factories deal with wastewater and how much energy is consumed.
“You would get a pretty good sense
[of a company’s sustainability] just by
taking the assessment,” Kibbey said. “It
gives you both a snapshot, and it also implies where you need to go tomorrow to
make an improvement.”
Kibbey stressed the importance of taking an overall look at sustainability, since
a shirt made of 100 percent organic cotton
could be processed in an environmentally
unfriendly facility and transported inefficiently and leave a relatively large ecological footprint. On the other hand, a shirt
made of a less eco-friendly material could
be handled differently and come up with
a better sustainability score.
“This looks holistically and tries to
make a judgment of the whole impact of
the product rather than just go with the
trend of the day,” he said. “This tries to
give really a long-term view.”
However sustainable the fashion
world is today, any improvement it
makes is likely to have an impact.
“Apparel and footwear is a $1 trillion
industry,” Kibbey said. “That is going to
make a significant impact [on the environment], so no matter how green we are
today or how green we’ll be tomorrow, the
fact is that it will still be an industry that
will be really big and will have an impact.”

For more career opportunities log on to WWDCareers.com.
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33rd-57th St West-All Sizes

Menswear Showrooms

D. Levy

Adams & Co.

ADMINISTRATIVE / SALES ASST /
FRONT DESK RECEPTION
Access Company seeks F/T reliable,
personable multi-tasker for quickpaced showroom. Good computer skills
in Word, Excel & email. Responsible
for phones, general office duties &
correspondence. Fax res: 212-869-7811

212-679-5500

Showrooms & Lofts

BWAY
7TH AVE
SIDE STREETS
Great ’New’ Office Space Avail
ADAMS & CO. 212-679-5500

TECHNICAL DESIGNER

ROUSSO APPAREL GROUP
Technical Designer w/ Sprtsw, pattern
& grading knwldg. Must know wovens,
knits. Exp. in constructed garments a
plus. Min. 10 years exp. Resumes to:
nrousso@roussony.com|f: 212-730-8032

ACCOUNT EXEC

Fast paced, multi brand, high-end,
European, RTW showroom is seeking
an account executive with minimum 3
years experience in the designer market.
Specialty
and
department
store
contacts are required. Applicant
should be very well organized, detail
oriented and great follow-up skills. We
are open to seasonal or full time work.
Please email all resumes to:
designersagentshowroom@gmail.com

INDEPENDENT GARMENT
SALES REP

For a hot junior/young missy line.
Must have established accounts.
E-mail resume: lonni.mag@gmail.com

SEWING FACTORIES NEEDED
Manufacturer looking for sewing factories in NY Area - steady work! Dresses,
sportswear - fast turning, quality oriented factories able to produce popular
priced garments. Contact: Sang 646366-7299| domesticfactory@gmail.com

PATTERNS, SAMPLES,
PRODUCTIONS
Full service shop to the trade.
Fine fast work. 212-869-2699

(800) 423-3314, or email fpclassified@fairchildpub.com
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Beetz Out as Coty CEO, Scannavini to Fill Post
Beetz’s résumé
includes
stints
as president and
ceo of Parfums
Christian Dior, a
division of LVMH
Moët
Hennessy
Louis Vuitton, and
several senior positions at P&G. Past
and present colleagues have credited Beetz with Coty’s
successful transformation from a niche
fragrance player
into a global beauty
firm, where executives are encouraged to take calculated risks.
“He’s the guy
who got Coty from
A to S, and there’s
still a little left to
go,” said one financial source, who has
worked with Beetz.
“The question is,
will Michele change
the plan or continue
it from S to Z?”
“This is unusual.
You don’t want to
file an amendment
to your S-1 due to
Michele Scannavini will fill the chief executive officer role at Coty Inc. upon Bernd Beetz’s departure.
a ceo change,” said
The Italian-born Scannavini began his
restricted in what it can say prior to the
another source, who
added that Beetz’s position on the board IPO. But Scannavini did suggest that ac- career at P&G, and then moved onto the
should help assuage investors’ concerns quisitions would continue to be part of automobile and fashion industries, headthe mix. “The company has been very ac- ing up sales and marketing for Ferrari
over his giving up the management reins.
Coty accountants are expected to tive in the past and I think this is in the and Maserati, and later serving as ceo of
the Italian sport apparel and footwear
complete their audits of the firm by late DNA of the company,” he said.
Much of Coty’s recent growth has come firm Fila Holding SpA.
August, at which point the management
Scannavini told WWD, “We have a
will begin the road show to sell shares. from its deal making. The firm spent $2.14
Scannavini presumably will have the star- billion over the last two years to buy TJoy, lot of opportunity in front of us,” noting
ring role during the process. The incom- Dr. Scheller, OPI and Philosophy. The fish the company has been quick to jump on
ing ceo did not get into specifics about his that got away is Avon, which this year re- new trends.
plans on Wednesday because he hasn’t buffed Coty’s repeated efforts to engage in
— WITH CONTRIBUTIONS
started yet and because the company is takeover talks.
FROM EVAN CLARK
PHOTO BY MICHAEL NAGLE

PHOTO BY DOMINIQUE MAITRE

{Continued from page one}

behind Coty’s aim to move deeper into
skin care and cosmetics. During his tenure, he oversaw a string of acquisitions
— most notably Philosophy and OPI — to
deliberately nudge the business away
from fragrance. The portfolio shift was
seen as necessary to ready Coty for an
IPO. His efforts proved successful: In
fiscal 2011, fragrances accounted for 57
percent of Coty’s net revenues, down
from 60 percent in 2009. During the first
nine months of fiscal 2012, fragrances accounted for 55 percent of revenues.
Last year, Beetz — an avid sportsman who uses the phrase “faster, further,
freer” to describe Coty’s strategy — told
WWD, “In 2001, when I joined Coty, the
company was barely on the map, and
now we are one of the world’s largest fragrance companies and a leader in global
beauty....When you see opportunity, you
move. We have the same strategy that
we’ve had for 10 years. We are boringly
consistent: We wanted to be the leading player in fragrance and that’s what
we’ve accomplished. We want to become
a strong number-two player in color cosmetics worldwide...and we want to be a
stronger player in skin care.”

Harvey Nichols to Launch FASHION SCOOPS
Stand-alone Beauty Space
MARNI MUSINGS: Could Marni be looking

By SAMANTHA CONTI
LONDON — Harvey Nichols will unveil its first stand-alone retail concept
for beauty this fall with the opening
of Beauty Bazaar in Liverpool, WWD
has learned.
The 22,000-square-foot, three-story
space will be part of Liverpool One,
a shopping center built around the
streets of the city center. An announcement is expected today.
The opening comes on the heels
of a move by Marks & Spencer to roll
out dedicated beauty and skin-care
spaces — but not treatment areas —
in its stores in the U.K. and abroad.
Beauty Bazaar, Harvey Nichols will
be a higher-end proposition, and will
offer beauty, skin-care and fragrance
ranges from brands such as Chanel,
Yves Saint Laurent, Estée Lauder,
Tom Ford Beauty, Nars, MAC, Bobbi
Brown, Jo Malone, Sisley, Laura
Mercier and Bliss.
The ground floor will boast treatment-oriented brands, including a
Blink Brow Bar, Carita, Espa and
the Organic Pharmacy, all of which
will be Harvey Nichols’ exclusives in
Liverpool. On the first floor, there will
be a Champagne and cocktail bar with
floor-to-ceiling glass frontage.
The second floor will offer treatments such as unisex waxing by Strip,
spray tanning, and specialist services

such as Botox, fillers and permanent
makeup by Beyond MediSpa.
“We have created a true lifestyle
experience where guests can meet
friends and appreciate beauty in an
aspirational, educational and servicedriven surrounding,” said Daniela
Rinaldi, the store’s group concessions
and beauty director who has been
spearheading the project.
“This new direction in retail will
return beauty to the luxury proposition that the category once enjoyed — a
feel-good experience that will deliver
the very best collection of prestigious,
niche and exclusive brands and services,” Rinaldi said.
Joseph Wan, the store’s chief executive officer, called beauty an “extremely
resilient category that is holding up
well despite the downturn. The launch
of this new concept has evolved from
plans to find new avenues for innovative growth.
“Beauty is the last area in which
people rein in their spending during
difficult times, and we are confident
that this concept will be a success and
provide us with the opportunity to exploit a gap in the market for stand-alone
luxury beauty stores,” he added.
Wan said last year Harvey Nichols
witnessed “an extremely strong” year
of trading, which brought with it record profits, beating the previous high
achieved in 2007-08. He did not provide
actual figures.

for more financial muscle? Speculation
is mounting in Milan that to further
expand globally the Italian fashion brand
is evaluating different options, including
taking on a partner or even perhaps going
for an initial public offering.
Sources speculated Diesel chief Renzo
Rosso might be interested in taking a stake
in Marni, but the entrepreneur denied
this. “Our company is doing well, we
are solid,” he told WWD. “Our goal is to
develop our brands.”
Through his holding, Only the Brave
Srl, Rosso controls labels such as Viktor
& Rolf and Maison Martin Margiela.
One source said the deal may have hit
a stumbling block because Rosso would
only be interested in taking a majority
stake, while Marni’s founders and
owners, the Castiglioni family, would not
be willing to relinquish control. A Marni
spokeswoman said the company is “not
looking for a partner” but is “always
attentive to evaluating opportunities
offered by the market.” — LUISA ZARGANI
AND ALESSANDRA TURRA

HELPING HAND: Speaking of Renzo Rosso, he

is helping those hit by the earthquake in
May in Italy’s Emilia-Romagna region.
Rosso has created the Brave Circle
fund, totaling 5 million euros, or $6
million at a current exchange rate,
coming from his own personal fortune, to
start a micro-credit project for families
and companies located in the area.
“I was moved by the people of EmiliaRomagna’s will to immediately come

back to work after the
earthquake,” Rosso said.
“As an entrepreneur
and a promoter of social
entrepreneurial projects,
I decided to help this population in
the way I know better: stimulating a
sustainable co-responsibility. This
activity is extremely modern because
it consists of concrete help from an
entrepreneur to other entrepreneurs and
to families, not in a welfare perspective
but through a financial tool, exalting
people’s creativity and skills.”
The micro-credit project will be
developed by the Italy-based Etimos
Foundation charitable organization. — A.T.

THE GARCIA BOUNCE: There are movers and
shakers in the fashion world and big-time
players on Wall Street, but few can stake
major claims in both worlds — among
them Wednesday was Nina Garcia.
Eh?
The fashion director of Marie Claire,
“Project Runway” judge and recently
named “style voice” for J.C. Penney Co.
Inc. sent the retailer’s stock soaring
Wednesday afternoon when she tweeted,
“I’m @jcpenney’s HQ. Thank you Ron
Johnson for the walk through of JCP’s
prototype. Get ready to shop! Its going to
be a game changer!”
The stock, which was relatively flat
until the tweet, jumped to a gain of as
much as 9.9 percent. Garcia has more
than 470,000 Twitter followers, and the
tweet and its impact were widely covered
in the financial media. Investors, or the
computers that make up most of the
trading on Wall Street, calmed down
some, and the Garcia bounce faded a bit,
although Penney’s stock still closed up 4.7
percent at $22. — EVAN CLARK

PLUS:

MAN OF THE WEEK

Hong Kong-based
multibrand
retailer Medium
Rare has ventured
into Mainland
China. Page MW4

Today’s Man
Matt Lauer displays a fine sense of style. We offer
a few tips to help add a ‘+’ to his ‘A.’ Page MW4
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Springtime
Retailers embraced
contemporary updates
of classic men’s wear
silhouettes as they
shopped the New York
market for items to lure
customers into their
stores in the spring. For
more on the shows, see
pages MW2 and MW3.

Men’s Retailers
Remain Upbeat
About Future
Spring updates in color,
silhouette and fashion attract
stores at New York shows.
by DAVID LIPKE and JEAN E. PALMIERI

PHOTO BY SCOTT MCKAY WITH SANDBOX; MODEL: TIM BRYAN AT Q MODELS; HAIR AND MAKEUP BY ROSEMARIE BERNARDO; SHOT AT SANDBOX; STYLED BY LUIS CAMPUZANO

French Connection’s jacket
and Adidas Originals Blue’s
T-shirt and shorts, all in
cotton. Herschel Supply Co.’s
case; M. Cohen bracelets;
Sperry Top-Sider shoes.

MARKET MOVERS

NEW YORK — Men’s retailers are hoping
they can continue to shake off the still-fragile
economy and that the strong sales they have
been enjoying for more than a year will continue into this fall and holiday.
Despite daily reports of continued economic weakness in the U.S. and overseas,
merchants shopping the New York market
this week remained upbeat. Strength in the
consumer response to tailored clothing,
modern furnishings and updated sportswear buoyed their spirits as they prowled
the aisles of Project, ENKNYC, Capsule and
MRket for the items to sustain the momentum into next year.
Vibrant color in everything from jeans
and polo shirts to lightweight jackets, along
with tapered silhouettes and retro patterns in
suits, sport coats and furnishings, topped the
lists of specialty retailers at the shows, which
wrapped up their three-day runs on Tuesday.
“Business is solid,” said Bob Mitchell, copresident of Mitchells Family of Stores. “It’s
not gangbusters, but we’re still seeing moderate growth. We expect more of the same
going into fall.”
He said the “same general trends” that
have been driving sales continue to garner
interest. “In sportswear, it’s either luxury or
contemporary,” he said. “The middle ground
is not seeing a lot of life.”
In the contemporary arena, fashion knitwear is where the action is, while “interesting
shirts that aren’t too tricky” are also performing well. Colored bottoms with updated fits,
from brands such as AG Adriano Goldschmied,
Brunello Cucinelli and Ermenegildo Zegna,
are already making inroads for fall, a trend
that is expected to continue to spring. “We see
that as an opportunity to refresh the casual bottoms business,” Mitchell said.
In tailored clothing, the “early adopters”
of the slim suit are clamoring for even slimmer silhouettes, while the last holdouts are
finally “making the move.” Jackets are stronger than nested suits, another trend he expects to continue into fall.
“And with the continued evolution of the
contemporary market, men are expanding
their shoe wardrobe,” Mitchell added. “The
days of having a basic loafer and a tie shoe
are over. That just doesn’t cut it anymore.
With contemporary bottoms, you need a cool
sneaker or desert boot to finish the outfit.”
Cool accessories are also benefiting from this
trend, he added.
For spring, the Mitchells stores were
shopping primarily for “interesting knitwear” and “found some updated classics that
can sit with contemporary bottoms.”
{Continued on page MW2}
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COLOR AND NOVELTY SPUR
INTEREST AT NEW YORK MARKET
{Continued from page MW1}
Kevin Harter, vice president
of men’s fashion direction for
Bloomingdale’s, said men’s sales
momentum at the department store
is healthy. “Our priorities are to
continue to build on trends, newness and finding new resources,” he
said, singling out the Capsule show
as the most productive on those
fronts. “You could really find newness there and our customers want
the unexpected from us.”
Bloomingdale’s is in the midst of
revamping its men’s zone and adding several new shops and resources for fall. Harter added his team
is looking to trends that bubble up
most prominently at popular music
festivals like Coachella. “It’s those
guys that are at music festivals or
hanging out in Brooklyn or in Silver
Lake [in Los Angeles] that are having a big impact on style. The street
is having a major influence on fashion right now,” he explained.
One complaint Harter had of the
week was the glut of shows vying for
time and attention, including the
new Designers & Agents Man show,
which launched this season. “There
are too many shows and they are
spread out all over town. You want
to go to all of them but it’s difficult
to see everything in two days. I’d
prefer to see them spaced out a bit
more,” he said.
While the soft economy is on
many retailers’ minds, Ken Giddon,
president of Rothman’s, said consumers are still willing to shell
out for the right product. “If you
build a better mousetrap, customers will beat a path to your door,”
he noted, probably referring to the
new 11,000-square-foot space his
store moved into earlier this year
on Park Avenue South. “People still
want fun new stuff.”
Swimming against the tide of
the slim-fit explosion driving men’s
wear trends these days, Giddon was
a rare booster of the huskier customer out there. “Everything is getting
tighter and tighter and not everyone
is a slim fit,” he pointed out. “I’m trying to fit a bigger guy also. And bigger guys often have bigger wallets —
and they’re easier to please.”
Steve Potter of Hinsdale
Clothiers outside Chicago said his
store was posting “historic, recordbreaking sales” until Father’s Day
and “then the heat barbecued us
and the floor fell out of it. But nine
days ago it started to recover.”
Since adding Southern Tide to
his mix around 16 months ago, and
then Vineyard Vines, he said the
store has begun attracting a younger
customer. “We’re going to be bringing in Hugo Boss on Aug. 1 to give us
a third leg up,” he said. “We’re really
seeing ourselves change.”
At the shows, he was attracted to
the “explosion of color” he saw in
every category. He was also pleased
with the improved quality and detailing he found in the market. “Soft
clothing continues to be important,”
Potter said, “and it’s my solemn
oath to eliminate every tie over
three inches in this country.”
Bob Benkert, owner of the
two-unit Claymore Shop based
in Birmingham, Mich., a suburb
of Detroit, said business remains
good. “The car companies are
doing well again and sales at the

Birmingham store are up 20 percent,” he said.
Benkert said clothing, a mainstay
of the store, has transitioned into a
custom business and that category
is now the single largest seller. Even
though it’s become “tougher to sell
rack suits,” he said young guys are
visiting the store looking for threepiece models, the tie business is up
and dressy sportswear is performing.
At the New York market, Benkert
said he liked the colorful sportswear from French brands including
Vicomte A. and Façonnable, which
“now has an American fit.” Both
brands offered “great color, and
color will be the hit for spring,” he
said. He also liked Hook + Albert’s
flower lapel boutonnieres as a “fun”
add-on. “That’s the reason to come
to the shows.”
Ken Gushner of Boyds in
Philadelphia said, although the
heat and the summer doldrums
have taken a bite out of business in
the past couple of weeks, business
overall has been solid. “The last few
weeks have been soft, but that’s to be
expected,” he said. “I’m not nervous
about fall, per se. Nobody has control
over the world, but that aside, if the
environment continues to be what it
has been, I’m looking forward to it.”
Buoying his spirits is the fact that
he’s “seeing more positivity toward
clothing, which is the best thing that
can happen. And we’re seeing traction in better goods. Sportswear is
OK, but we’re up against big numbers from last year, and dress furnishings have been pretty decent.”
Shoes are also performing well
and to further spur sales this fall,
Boyds is moving women’s shoes and
accessories front-and-center in the
store and relocating men’s shoes
upstairs to a space formerly filled
by a restaurant. “We’re definitely
focused on growing the men’s shoe
business,” Gushner said.
At the shows, he was shopping
primarily for bottoms and was
planning to increase the amount of
denim for spring. “We’ve probably
underplayed it for too long,” he
said. “Now we’re trying to embrace
it. And we’re also looking for any
new direction in fashion and fresh
items we can add.”
H. Craig DeLongy of John Craig
in Winter Park, Fla., said he had
“a very good spring. We were up
double-digits across the board. The
Naples market has really turned
around and this is the best and longest season we’ve ever had.” He said
his contemporary store, Current,
“has hit its stride and is up 40 percent for the year.” He said all classifications were performing well, especially footwear and casual trousers.
At the shows, DeLongy said he
came to look for pieces to “revamp
the wovens business. We’re changing vendors and price points,” he
said. “We’re finding that the bestselling shirts are $150 to $200, so
we’re looking to get away from the
$100 shirt. We’re trading up.”
He especially liked the new
England Shirt Co. and Orlan’s vintage wovens, as well as knitwear
from Michael Black Minerals. In
tailored clothing, Samuelsohn
shined, he said, pointing to the fabrics and price points as the best in
the market.
Looking ahead to fall, DeLongy

said despite all the media attention
on the sluggish economy, “we’re
still optimistic going into spring.”
Lee Laughlin, a principal with
DLS Outfitters, a buying office, said
top spring trends included color in
bottoms, pigment-dyed Ts and polos
from brands such as Paperbacks.
He also singled out the Riviera
travel pant as a key item, as well as
colorful plaids and washed whites
in shirts. “And shoes have become a
strong classification.”

Tracy Watts

ENKNYC

The contemporary crowd was wellrepresented at ENKNYC as brands
ranging from Ted Baker to Paige
Denim used the venue to show off
their spring collections.
Designer Ufuk Arkun was at the
show with Benson, his Americanathemed line of men’s and women’s
wear. “It’s a casual American
sportswear line with a contemporary touch, interpreted in a different way,” he said. “The line is soft,
ageless and timeless, but I played
with colors and proportions.”
Key pieces included soft jackets in an overdyed paisley print, an
overdyed seersucker blazer, jackets
and pants in tie patterns and brightly colored shorts. A Fifties-inspired
Windbreaker in an assortment of colors and a Vietnam-era combat coat
were also offered. Prices range from
$55 for T-shirts and $98 for shorts
and swimwear to $295 for jackets.
Closed bucked the color trend
by focusing on blue denim for its
spring collection, a color it believes
is making a return. But for those not
quite ready to go back to blue, the
brand also offered bottoms in colors ranging from mint and yellow
to green and beige. It also showed
knit blazers, chunky sweaters and
chinos. Paige Denim also offered
an assortment of colors in jeans for
spring, everything from cobalt blue
and red to green and rust.
At Will Leather Goods, the
Eugene, Ore.-based company
mined the Americana theme by offering traditional bandana-printed
tote bags that will retail for $95.
The pattern is printed on 15-oz.
unbleached cotton canvas and the
straps are vegetable-tanned leather
embossed by a turn-of-the-century
machine. They’re available in yellow, tan, navy, red, olive and black.
“Bandanas are a piece of American
culture and have significant relevance to us because they are reminiscent of the hard work, physical
labor and strength that was needed
to build our country,” said William
Adler, chief executive officer and
creative director.
Original Penguin complemented
its sportswear offering with a line
of premium swimwear that included reversible prints, ombré styles,
allover vintage Hawaiian prints and
retro engineered stripes. Solids retail for $125 while prints are $145.
In its regular swimwear line, the
company offered novelty patterns
such as an allover penguin print,
exploded buffalo plaids and solids
with tipping details.
Tracy Watts, a Brooklyn-based
hat designer, offered baseball caps
made from colorful vintage printed
fabrics that will retail for $145. Only
75 pieces of each style will be produced. In addition, Watts showed

Closed

Paige Denim

hats made from Japanese toyo
straw that can be folded up and
stored but still keep their shape, as
well as fedoras with a wind string in
a contrasting collar as a design element to add pop to a classic form.
NY Based, a popular line in
the Nineties that relaunched for
fall under the direction of founder
and creative director Christopher
Serluco, expanded its collection
for spring. Key pieces included knit
suits, unconstructed tailoring pieces, dip-dyed sweaters, color-blocked
knit shirts, slub linen T-shirts and
band-collar shirts.
Ted Baker’s quirky fashion
sense was evident for spring with
offerings that included a “preppie
geek plaid blazer.” A madras blazer
featured an elephant on the lining
and other models included vintage
postcards printed on the inside.
“Ted is all about the details,” said
Patrick Heitkam, executive vice
president of wholesale and licensing. Throwback prints, knitwear
with horizontal stripes on Henleys
and sweaters, chino shorts and
polos with woven collars were in
the mix. In tailored clothing, the
company offered three collections:
the Endurance, a slim silhouette
that retails for $695 to $795; the
Pashion collection that is more
modern and more suitable for
evening, and the luxury and “most
eccentric” Global collection, produced from Italian fabrics that retails for $1,400 for a suit.
ENK International founder
Elyse Kroll said she was pleased
with the retail attendance at the
show. “There’s a lot of competition
and on a beautiful summer Sunday,
we had a full house,” she said of the
show’s opening day. “The exhibitors are happy so we feel we accomplished our task. We added a lot of
footwear and young brands and the
retailers were buying. Men’s is all
about fun things now, people have
adjusted their prices and it was a
good, positive show.”

CAPSULE

Capsule again moved to a new
venue this season, this time to the
somewhat remote Basketball City
on the Lower East Side. The cavernous sports facility hosted 220
brands in its 68,000 square feet by
the East River, replete with a waterfront beer garden and barbecue
area with — in true hipster fashion

— a whole roasted pig on display.
Bryan Reynolds, divisional
merchandise manager of men’s at
Scoop NYC, was on the hunt for
footwear and accessories, singling
out Rivieras’ footwear and Caputo &
Co.’s accessories as highlights. “We
haven’t really seen our customer
being cautious,” he noted of the retail climate, pointing out that men’s
shoe sales are up 45 percent this
year at Scoop NYC.
“I think one of the questions for
spring is whether the color trend
will continue as it has,” he observed.
“I thought it was interesting that everyone at Pitti Uomo in Florence
this summer was wearing white and
cream pants — not color.”
Some of the best denim of the
season was at Simon Miller, whose
authentic vintage washes and subtle
abrasion gave each style the look of
a prized pair of worn-in jeans. “We
tend to use a heavier-weight denim
because we’re going for a more masculine, structured look,” explained
designer Jake Sargent. Key styles
included 2x1 denim jeans, whose
tighter weaves give a more compact
feel to the fabrics, and jeans in ecru
shades — all of which come in the
single, straight-slim fit that Simon
Miller jeans concentrates on.
Simon Miller launched its first
shirts for spring, in indigo Japanese
linen for $285 or plaid Italian linen
for $315. The look was straightforward and classic, with the emphasis
on fabric appeal, as in the jeans.
Also offering a single style
and fit — but in sunglasses —
was Westward Leaning. The
brand was founded a year ago by
Robert Denning and Karlygash
Burkitbayeva while the two were
still classmates at Stanford Business
School. The frames, which are the
duo’s own updated take on the classic Ray-Ban Wayfarer shape, are
meant to fit a wide range of faces.
There are, however, several variations of the single shape, with the
frames made in Japan and then decorated on the temple with a stripe of
beading, turquoise or elk antler by
a lapidary in San Francisco. Selling
for $165 to $325, the newest offerings
for spring incorporate Eighties iridescent lenses.
Another Eighties touch was
used by Los Angeles-based Riviera
Club, whose T-shirts sported lyrics by Foreigner or Steely Dan. A
sun-bleached peach and turquoise
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Riviera Club

Westward Leaning

palette pervaded the laid-back
“Yacht Rock”-themed collection.
That inspiration included cutoff
shorts decorated with a jacquard
seagull motif, nylon boating jackets
with jersey linings and Modal-blend
striped tank tops.
The brand had its best-selling
season this past spring, said cofounder Joe Sadler, which included its first pop-up shop at
Bloomingdale’s in Santa Monica,
Calif. Riviera Club is continuing its
capsule collection with Lucky Brand
into the spring, following its launch
in Lucky Brand stores this fall.

MRKET

Even the most traditional of men’s
brands broke out of the box for
spring, embracing the explosion of
color and slimmer silhouettes that
have transformed the face of the industry over the past several seasons.
The show highlighted updates
in dress shirts and neckwear, knitwear and casual pants, along with
novelty accessories from a mix of
new and more-established vendors.
One of the newcomers was
Holebrook, a Swedish company
making its U.S. debut. The familyowned company offers chunky
windproof sweaters designed for
mariners who work on land or sea.
Nearly the entire collection had a
red, white and blue color scheme,
and the brand’s signature wind
shirt was priced to retail at $225.
Nat Nast, which is under new
management, used the show to introduce its Nat by Nat Nast collection of silk shirts, priced to retail
at less than $100. The Nat Nast
Luxury Originals flagship line sells
for $125 to $200. “They’re sized
down, but they’re not slim,” said
Sonny Haddad, vice president, noting that the printed silks have been
popular with retailers. “It’s the new
generation of bowling shirt,” he
said. The company also showed its
Creations collection, a limited-edition six-piece line of $195 shirts recreated from the original 1946 patterns, complete with reverse pleats
on the back and colorblocking.
Gitman Brothers offered matching shirts and ties in chambrays
featuring classic patterns such

as plaids as well as linen tartans.
Neckwear was narrow, averaging 2
3/4 inches in linens, flax and cotton,
said Dana Dean, vice president of
sales. “It’s new, fresh and current,
but it’s not bizarre,” he said. The
brand also offered “classic clean
looks” in dress shirts as well.
Sweater designer Lenor
Romano stepped out of the box
with her new line of woven shirts
produced in partnership with
Indian textile and manufacturing
company Pelican LLC. Constructed
from 80s two-ply cotton and offered
in an array of colors including hot
pinks, periwinkle blues, minty
greens, Creamsicle oranges and
ivory and white, they are priced
to retail for just under $100. The
shirts feature such unique details

Gitman Shirts

Catherine M. Zadeh

as a “smart pocket” that snugly
holds an iPhone, as well as a fourpanel patchwork and what Romano
is calling the “antidork” roll sleeve.
“Short-sleeve dress shirts are goofy
on men,” she said, noting that when
most long-sleeve shirts are rolled
up, any contrast pattern on the cuff
is obscured. Romano’s answer was
to use contrast patterns one-third of
the way up the arm.
Lauren Giambalvo of Jack
Henry, who started her fashion career as a bespoke suit-maker, has
expanded into knitwear and offered
lightweight Henleys, unstructured
bonded blazers with neon blue linings and piping, hand-embroidered
shorts and canvas deck shirts.
Since color was a pervading
theme for spring, it wasn’t surprising to see Alexander Julian, who
brought his Private Reserve collection. In addition to an array of
solids and fancies, Julian showed a
line he called “figment prints” that
were based on paintings by Claude
Monet. “What looks like solids are
actually hundreds of colors,” he
said of the shirts, which will retail
for $175 to $195.
Accessories were also popular at
the show. Catherine Zadeh, who had
taken a hiatus from jewelry designing for five years, reemerged with a
collection of woven macramé bracelets with silver accents, nylon cords,
cuff links and stud sets. “It’s not rock
’n’ roll or beads; it’s very European,”
she said. Zadeh’s top-of-the-line
piece was a buffalo horn bracelet
with an 18-karat gold clasp and accents, priced to retail at $4,700.
Tramontano, a Naples, Italybased leather goods company
founded in 1865, showed an assortment of suitcases, briefcases, backpacks, messenger bags and small
leather goods, many of which are
made to order to a customer’s specifications, according to export manager Alberto Rossetti. The company
also offered a travel canvas beach
bag in an array of colors for $250.

PROJECT

Half the 150 brands showing at
Project New York were new to the
show, signaling the strong influx of
new players in the contemporary

Tramontano

Stolen Riches

Ben
Sherman

Number:Lab

Comune

and denim markets despite the uncertain economy.
“The American men’s market
is really leading the contemporary
trend. There’s more talent in the
men’s business now than we’ve
seen in 20 years,” said Tom Florio,
chief executive officer of Advanstar
Fashion Group, which owns
Project. “In the economy we’re living in, this category has so much
opportunity because it’s well-made,
well-designed product at a good
price. And it allows specialty retailers to compete with all the designer
collaborations that department and
chain stores are creating.”
Ken Giddon, president of
Rothman’s in New York, praised
the graphic T-shirts at Sportique
and Paperback, the footwear at Del
Toro and the “fun, playful” sportswear at Moods of Norway. “Ben
Sherman is making a strong comeback and looks good,” he added.
For spring, Ben Sherman melded its signature British tailoring
with jazz-inflected elements, like
two-tone brogues, inspired by the
William Claxton book “Jazz Life.”
Workwear pieces were paired with
tailoring, like a military-style parka
with glove-leather trim styled with
a blazer. Double-breasted jackets
with a single pair of buttons were
the key silhouette for the season,
sometimes matched with shorts.
Additional functionality was added
with technical details, as in a bonded waterproof blouson in a traditional English tattersall pattern.
While the brand is known for
its woven shirts, Ben Sherman is
amping up its bottoms offerings on
the strength of its expanding EC1
trouser program, items of which
retail for $125 to $175. The chino
bottoms are available with cinch
backs or adjustable side tabs, and
in herringbone and twill fabrics.
“But we don’t call them chinos. We
call it our trouser program — to get
away from that J. Crew mentality,”
said Mark Williams, global head of
men’s wear at Ben Sherman.
Technical influences also permeated the Number:Lab collection,
whose signature is the marriage of
sport and casualwear. For spring,
designer Luis Fernandez started
with a tennis theme and offered up
jackets in waterproof engineered
seersucker as well as nylon Prince
of Wales patterns. One M-65-style
jacket was fashioned from whisperthin cotton-silk with a polyurethane
coating, and another hooded jacket
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was made from Neoprene.
Number:Lab partner Greg
Lawrence noted that more Chinese
specialty-store buyers were shopping Project this season. “You have
to go back and do your due diligence on the stores and take a deposit,” he noted of the orders from
the unfamiliar shops.
Marty Staff and Bert Pulitzer —
the man, not the brand — launched
their new Survivalon venture at
Project. The company is relying on
a single product: the Survivalon
nautical jacket. The classic design
in water-repellent cotton from 1975
comes in 10 colors, which are produced in a Boston-area factory that
once made military outerwear.
A premium line of Americanmade hats — a sourcing trend
that was highlighted in the Made
by Project showcase, which put a
spotlight on a number of artisanal,
handcrafted brands — were a centerpiece of the Goorin Bros. spring
line. The collection was previously
only available at the company’s 23
stores and is wholesaling for the
first time this spring. While fedoras used to be the big seller for the
hatmaker, the trend is shifting to
duckbills and ivy caps, said Erwin
Samson, U.S. and international
wholesale manager at Goorin Bros.
Sharp prices and clean,
streetwear-inflected designs were
the selling point at Southern
California denim and sportswear line Comune. Sold out of the
Archetype Showroom, the brand offered jeans with subtle washes and
finishing at $72 to $98 retail, along
with chinos with cargo pockets,
fleece and a nylon coach’s jacket
for $58. Among the line’s accounts
are Nordstrom, Von Maur, Urban
Outfitters, American Rag, Ron
Robinson and Karmaloop.com.
One eye-catching brand that
made its debut at the show was
Stolen Riches, which is aiming to
make a conversation starter out of
an unlikely fashion category: shoelaces. Founded by a former digitaladvertising agency owner, David
Barclay, the company makes colorful, high-quality laces in 12 colors
a season. “If one guy is wearing a
Brioni suit and another is wearing a
Zara suit with bright red laces in his
shoes, you’re going to notice the guy
in the Zara suit,” reasoned Barclay,
who manufactures the laces in his
family-owned factory in Toronto,
which has been making laces, ribbons and elastic since 1915.
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Medium Rare Opens in Beijing
byDEBRA BRUNO
BEIJING — Medium Rare, a Hong
Kong-based multibrand store, has ventured into Mainland China, opening
a store in this city’s trendy Sanlitun
Village shopping complex.
The shop is an offshoot of the
Medium Rare store in Hong Kong’s

The new store, at 2,000 square
feet, is more than twice the size of
the Hong Kong location, said director Eddie Tso. Even so, he explained
that he has no interest in competing with large multibrand retailers,
like Lane Crawford or Joyce, that
carry hundreds of designers in their
Beijing stores.

The store is sparsely merchandised.

Causeway Bay, which last year
marked its 15th anniversary. The
Beijing store, which opened last
month, emphasizes men’s apparel and
dark and earth-toned colors. What
sets it apart from other stores in the
area is that Medium Rare offers a relatively small assortment of 15 brands,
with a heavy emphasis on Japanese
labels such as Viridi-Anne, Individual
Sentiments and Siva.

“I would rather stay small,” Tso
said, explaining that he doesn’t want
to carry more than 20 designers. “I’m
not aiming for the whole market.”
Tso, who developed an interest in
Gothic fashion and music during his
high school days, said his customers
are not as focused on short-term trends
and big-name brands as they are on
high-quality fabric and workmanship.
In fact, the vibrant arts and music

scene is part of what brought the
43-year-old to the capital from his
hometown of Hong Kong. He had
spent time in the city’s 798 arts district and got to know some of the artists who worked there.
“They said that even though a lot of
them don’t care about their image, if
they had the choice, they would rather
buy stuff like this,” he said.
Even if Medium Rare isn’t focused
on growing large, it is facing some
threats from the larger retailers, who
dominate much of the Chinese market
and often nab designers as exclusives.
Nevertheless, Tso notes he hopes
to open three more Medium Rare
stores in China, although he hasn’t determined the locations.
The Beijing store, just upstairs
from Alexander McQueen, has an
industrial feel, with concrete walls,
exposed lightbulbs on the ceiling
and well-spaced racks of apparel
along one wall.
A smattering of designers from
Europe and the U.S., including Lost &
Found, Obscur and InAisce, break up
the heavily Japanese lineup of brands.
The shop has yet to carry any Chinese
designers but Tso said he is open to
the idea further down the line.
“I need to watch a brand for a period of time to see the consistency of
it,” he said, worried that a designer
will change too radically from season
to season. “To us, it’s a way of living.”

Perry Ellis Signs Neckwear License

Man of
THE WEEK
The ‘Today’ show
anchor, who is already
in London for the runup to the 2012 Summer
Olympic Games,
epitomizes an elegant
casual approach to
summer dressing with
his double play on the
khaki shade. Maybe it’s
all that time he spent
working at Richards
in Greenwich, Conn.,
during college.

by industry veterans. It is dedicated
to creating products of the highest
quality by partnering with the finest
fabric producers in Italy and England.
In addition to producing accessories
via third-party licenses, Bespoke also
works with companies such as Saks
Fifth Avenue and Macy’s to create
their private label accessories.” It is
unknown if Mervyn Mandelbaum is
also involved in the company.
Oscar Feldenkreis, president and
chief operating officer of Perry Ellis,
said: “We are extremely pleased to
once again have the opportunity to
work with Danielle Mandelbaum, ceo

of Bespoke Fashion, a former licensing partner with Superba and expert
in the men’s neckwear industry.”
Under the terms of the deal,
Bespoke will distribute product to
each of the brands’ retail customers
beginning in January.
Phillips-Van Heusen Corp. (now
PVH Corp.) purchased Superba in
2007 for $180 million. Mervyn and
Danielle Mandelbaum remained with
the company under PVH’s ownership
until 2009. Danielle Mandelbaum had
served as executive vice president of
design development, according to her
LinkedIn profile.
— J.E.P.

MATT LAUER: A
Cotton peak-lapel blazer with well-defined shoulders
frames his athletic physique and makes it clear that
he is meticulous about his image.
The perfect collar stance, and the
crispness of the fabric, makes him look
cool, calm and collected.

The one-inch of shirt cuff, together with the working
buttonholes on the blazer, exudes chicness.
The rubber bracelet has become
the straightest middle-aged male
accessory du jour.
Skinny straight slacks, with a heavy
crease and a cuff, are a different enough
shade from the jacket to provide the
perfect separation.

The penny loafers are out of the “Preppy Handbook.” A suede
tonal wing tip would add a fashion element.

Bon-Ton Fights Bullying
Through B-t-s Campaign
BON-TON IS doing its part in the battle against bullying.
The retailer’s back-to-school initiative, which kicks off
Aug. 1, centers around Stomp Out Bullying, a national initiative for kids and teens that focuses on reducing and preventing bullying, cyberbullying, sexting, homophobia, racism and
other inappropriate behavior in schools.
Although national antibullying awareness month isn’t
until October, Bon-Ton is selling blue Stomp Out Bullying
T-shirts at all its stores beginning next week. The T-shirt was
designed by the team behind the Wallflower Vintage brand
and produced by Sledge USA. Customers can share their antibullying message with friends via Facebook, and of those
participating, Bon-Ton will select seven winners, each of
whom will receive a $250 gift certificate to one of the company’s stores, as well as a $1,000 donation to their school of
choice. Bon-Ton has also pledged to donate $1 for every banner created on Facebook, up to $10,000.
The shirts retail for $12, and for each purchase, $8 will be
donated to the organization. In addition, from Aug. 1 through
Sept. 1, shoppers can text friends to receive $20 off a $50 purchase and Bon-Ton will donate $1 to the cause for each text.
“All of us at the Bon-Ton stores want to make a difference
in our children’s lives during this back-to-school season, and
what better way than to support Stomp Out Bullying, a national organization focused on eradicating bullying in our
schools and communities,” said Brendan Hoffman, president and chief executive officer of The Bon-Ton Stores Inc.
“Our hope is that parents, teachers and children will participate in the annual Blue Shirt Day — World Day of Bullying
Prevention and stand up to bullies everywhere.”
Bon-Ton operates 272 stores under the nameplates of
Bon-Ton, Bergner’s, Boston Store, Carson’s, Elder-Beerman,
Herberger’s, Parisian and Younkers. — JEAN E. PALMIERI

IAG Promotes Four

Tortoiseshell plastic frames are on trend, but an
aviator style might give him a cooler edge.
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A MANDELBAUM is back in the neckwear business.
Danielle Mandelbaum, daughter of
Superba founder Mervyn Mandelbaum,
has signed a licensing agreement with
Perry Ellis International Inc. to manufacture and distribute men’s neckwear
under the Perry Ellis, Original Penguin,
John Henry and Axist brand names.
The agreement is with Bespoke
Fashion LLC, a new company for
which Danielle Mandelbaum is listed
as chief executive officer. She did not
return calls for comment but a statement from Perry Ellis said Bespoke is
“a boutique accessories company led

Bon-Ton’s
antibullying
shirt retails
for $12.

BOB DENTON has been promoted to president of Oxxford
Clothes, a division of Individualized Apparel Group.
Formerly sales director for the upscale clothing company,
Denton has been with Oxxford since last year. Before that,
he had held management positions at Ermenegildo Zegna
and Robert Talbott. He began his career as a buyer at
Norton Ditto in Houston. He will be based in Dallas. The
post of president has been vacant since 2010 when Mike
Cohen resigned to join Hickey Freeman and the duties have
been handled by Joe Blair, IAG’s president.
In addition, Jay Myers, formerly the vice president of
sales for IAG’s Measure Up division, a custom shirt business based in Lafayette, Tenn., has been promoted to the
newly created role of president. Myers started at IAG as
Southeast sales manager in 2006 and became vice president
of sales for Measure Up in 2010. He will be based in Atlanta.
Dana Dean, who has been with IAG since 2008, has been
promoted to vice president of sales for Gitman shirts and
neckwear. Prior to joining the company, Dean was with
Nordstrom. He will be based in Atlanta.
And Sara Hutchison, who is responsible for the company’s Gitman-Corbin Northeast and showroom sales,
has added the role of marketing director of GitmanCorbin Ready Made.
All four executives report to Blair. “At IAG we believe
you don’t build a business, you build people and people
build the business. I am confident that these are the right
people to build our businesses into the future.”
— J.E.P.

